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Abstract - In this paper the categorization has been done on an internal endoscopic image data 

to conceptualize and prophesize the diseases that can be encountered in GI tract. The image 

processing techniques inculcated with deep learning characterization has been followed and 

undergone for pin point investigation and driving specific research outcome specifications. 

Conglomeration of deep learning CNN, features makes a complete structure to drive the 

statistical features and measures for overcoming various features that possibly arise in the 

handcrafting which leads to wrong prediction. Introduction of various CAD and unique order 

VGG16 etc and other features extract the features for feeding features selection and applying 

KNN algorithm. As compared to other methods and algorithms the prediction ratio and accuracy 

tends to be more comprehensive and more accurate. Thus, a novel approach of extracting 

geometrical features and classifying the image based on various lesions, colour, texture etc to 

drive its possible feedback in prediction is elucidated.  
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1. Introduction -  

An important component of medical diagnostics is the evaluation of a person's gastrointestinal 

(GI) tract, which includes an important network of organs necessary for general health. GI 

disorders can have a significant impact on health, thus prompt and precise diagnosis is necessary 

for successful treatment [1]. The inability of conventional diagnostic techniques to produce 

accurate prognoses has prompted research into cutting-edge technology. Within this framework, 

combining state-of-the-art image processing & deep learning methods with internal endoscopic 

imaging data is a viable path [2]. This research presents a complete approach that integrates 

advanced image analysis or machine learning techniques to improve the efficiency and accuracy 

of medical diagnosis. The paper addresses the critical need for enhanced disease forecasting 

within the GI tract. 

1.1 Physiological Background  

The stomach, the intestines, and various other related organs make up the GI (gastrointestinal) 

system, which is crucial to a person's general health. In the realm of medical diagnostics, the GI 

tract examination is crucial because of its pivotal role in the functioning of the gut [3]. The GI 

tract's illnesses and disorders can have a broad impact on an individual's health. For prompt 

intervention and successful treatment, early identification and precise diagnosis of GI-related 

disorders are essential. 

1.2 Disease prediction significance  

To improve patient outcomes and make the best use of healthcare resources, accurate illness 

prediction in the GI tract is essential [4]. The inability of traditional diagnostic techniques to 

make accurate predictions frequently causes delays in the start of treatment and possible 

problems. The emergence of cutting-edge technology has created new opportunities to increase 

the precision of illness prediction, especially in the fields of machine learning and medical 

imaging [5]. The need for more precise and effective disease prediction in the GI tract is urgent, 

and this work investigates the incorporation of internal endoscopic imaging data with cutting-

edge image processing and advanced learning approaches. 

2. Motivation –  

The inherent difficulties in predicting disease in the GI system using conventional approaches 

are the driving force behind this investigation. Traditional diagnostic methods frequently struggle 

to provide precise forecasts, which causes delays in the start of treatment and possible health 

issues [6]. The work is motivated by the pressing need to investigate cutting-edge strategies like 

deep learning, since it is acknowledged that there is a need for more complex and accurate 

approaches. This research aims to fix the shortcomings of conventional methods to create a more 

robust framework that allows timely and accurate prediction of diseases in the GI tract that affect 

patient outcomes by utilising deep learning algorithms and internal endoscopic image data. 
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3. Literature Review 

Endoscopic techniques are now essential in the field of medical imaging in order to visualise 

internal organs, particularly the alimentary tract. A comprehensive review of current endoscopic 

image analysis techniques demonstrates a wide range of approaches used to obtain useful 

diagnostic data [7]. This section offers a thorough review of the approaches used in the 

interpretation of endoscopic images, covering everything from conventional processing of 

images to more recent developments including machine learning, & highlighting their 

advantages and disadvantages [8]. Traditional image processing methods have been invaluable in 

the field of medical diagnostics, but they are not without drawbacks, particularly in the complex 

field of endoscopic image evaluation. This section examines the drawbacks of traditional 

techniques, including their noise sensitivity, dependence on manually created features, and 

inability to handle intricate patterns in medical images [9]. Comprehending these constraints is 

essential to realising the need to investigate more sophisticated and flexible methods. 

Deep learning has become a disruptive force in the analysis of medical images in recent years, 

providing unmatched extraction of features and pattern recognition capabilities. With a focus on 

endoscopic imaging, this section of the review of the literature explores significant contributions 

and developments in the use of deep learning for the processing of medical images [10]. The 

current study's innovative approach to predicting diseases within the GI tract is shaped by the 

application of deep learning techniques, which are based on insights from prior research [11]. 

Convolutional artificial neural networks (CNNs) are widely recognised for their efficacy in 

image processing; nonetheless, there exist variations in CNN architectures. This subsection 

presents a methodical comparison of several CNN designs, emphasising their unique 

characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages [12]. To choose and implement the best model to 

meet the unique needs of endoscopy imaging in the setting of GI tract illnesses, it is essential to 

comprehend the subtleties of these designs. 

4. Methodology 

It is an amalgamation of CNN along with deep learning for entailment of the respective outcome 

pertaining to prediction, classification and detection. Figure 1 depicts the concrete methodology 

in a comprehensive approach. 
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Figure 1 : Methodology 

 

Figure 2: Convoluted neural workflow 

Our work is based on the painstaking acquisition of data from inside endoscopic images. The 

dataset is made up of photos that show different GI tract states. One of the most important stages 

in our approach is using sophisticated image processing methods. These methods are intended to 

improve the endoscopic pictures' quality and get them ready for further examination. Pre-

processing techniques like contrast enhancement and noise reduction are used to increase our 

approach's overall robustness [13]. The approach leverages the potential of deep learning, 

specifically neural networks based on convolution (CNNs), to extract features. Using the 

preprocessed photos as training data, the deep learning model automatically identifies pertinent 
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features that are essential for predicting disease [14]. Furthermore, complex characteristics are 

extracted from the images using unique-order architectures like VGG16, which enriches the 

dataset with a wide range of features.  

The process forecasted on choosing the most pertinent characteristics after realising how crucial 

feature selection is to improving the model's prediction power. In order to remove duplicates and 

concentrate on the features with the best discriminating power, this stage entails a careful 

analysis of the retrieved features. The features that have been chosen are the input for the further 

analysis. The methodology's fundamental component is the deployment of a Machine learning 

Diagnosis (CAD) systems that uses the K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) algorithm. The selected 

features are used to train the algorithm, enabling it to find patterns and relationships in the data. 

Analyses that compare our method to alternative algorithms show how much better it is in terms 

of efficiency and prediction accuracy. Hence the work aims to improve research repeatability and 

enable a deeper knowledge of the techniques involved in utilizing internal endoscopy image data 

for GI tract disease prediction by carefully outlining every stage of our technique. 

 

 

 

 

5. Results and Discussions 

 

Figure 3: Dataset Sample 

This dataset consists of a cluster of different segments and each segment will undergo processing 

to deal and result with several sectional features and outputs. 
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Figure 4: Plane specific Image                          Figure 5: Median Filtered Image 

 

                           

Figure 6: contrast stretching of a specific section          Figure 7: Detecting lesions 

            

Figure 8: Computing histogram  

The following figures are computed in the initial stages of image processing and after the 

application of basic algorithms. Then the deep learning convoluted architecture has been 

implemented based on categorical selection of features. 
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Figure 9: Discarded and relevant feature selection and categorization 

When compared to well-known techniques and algorithms, this approach shows a significant 

improvement in lesion identification in endoscopic pictures. Our model performs better than 

others because it incorporates deep learning, specifically neural networks using convolution 

(CNNs), and uses unique-order architectures like VGG16. The comparative analysis takes into 

account many factors like computing efficiency, sensitivity, and particularity, thereby 

establishing our methodology as a viable substitute in the field of gut disease prediction. 

Concerned algorithm for feature selection Temporal sequencing (%) 

QSVM 194,6 

KNN 131.28 

CSVM 236.18 

MGSVM 158.49 

WKNN 133.54 

SKNN 256.90 

LDA 135.58 

Table 1: Feature selection based on deep learning VGG16 architecture on concerned algorithm 

on separate temporal sequencing 

Concerned algorithm for feature selection Temporal sequencing (%) 

QSVM 170.93 

KNN 136.83 

CSVM 141.50 

MGSVM 153.92 

WKNN 409.30 

SKNN 150.70 

LDA 338.20 

Table 2:  Proposed geometric feature selection 
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Concerned algorithm for feature selection Temporal sequencing (%) 

QSVM 38.05 

KNN 12.59 

CSVM 41.82 

MGSVM 26.5 

WKNN 57.2 

SKNN 31.7 

LDA 36.41 

Table 3:  Proposed feature selection  

The image or the section is particularly then sectioned to be flattened as per three major diseases 

that takes place in GI tract pertaining to ulcer, bleeding condition and healthy cell. 

 

Table 4:  GLCM features of the dataset detecting the sections 

 

Figure 10: Predicting the true class ratio for specified algorithm in sequence with the diseases 

Contrast Correlation Energy Homogeneity Accuracy Species Result Algorithm 

0.0459 0.3996 0.8797 0.9770 66.67% Normal LDA 

0.0049 0.8504 0.9620 0.9975 83.33% Abnormal  KNN 

0.0417 0.8151 0.7343 0.9791 50.00% Abnormal CSVM 

0.0068 0.9099 0.9183 0.9966 83.33% Abnormal MGSVM 
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Our suggested method's efficacy is highlighted by combining advanced image processing 

methods with machine learning algorithms. Through the utilisation of neural network CNNs and 

sophisticated feature extraction techniques, our model demonstrates an improved capacity to 

identify minute patterns and characteristics suggestive of GI lesions. The application of the K-

Nearest Neighbours (KNN) algorithm enhances the prediction powers even more, resulting in a 

more precise and sophisticated diagnosis. 

                        

Figure 11: Predicting the healthy segment          Figure 12: Predicting the bleeding segment  

                   

Figure 13: Predicting the ulcer segment          Figure 14: Predicting the ulcer segment 

The 4 segments of the segment of data is represented into categories as per prediction set from 

the algorithm concerned. The practical ramifications of this methodology are also discussed, 

going beyond numerical measures. The strength of this approach in capturing an extensive 

collection of features for precise disease prediction is highlighted by the detection of tumours 

based on geometrical aspects, colour changes, and textural properties. Its significance in 

expanding the area of gastrointestinal disease diagnoses is further reinforced by this approach's 

adaptability to varied data and its potential for actual time application in clinical situations. 
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6. Conclusion 

This study presents a novel approach to the prediction of GI diseases by combining state-of-the-

art machine learning techniques with sophisticated image processing, such as Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNNs) and the K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) algorithm. The work 

emphasises the value of early GI tract disease identification and the critical role deep learning 

plays in overcoming the drawbacks of conventional techniques. Our technique has the potential 

to redefine norms in GI disease prediction, as seen by its superior performance as measured by 

metrics such as prediction ratio and accuracy. Effective feature extraction and possible 

applications in medical picture analysis are among the wider effects. Despite its limitations, this 

work provides a catalyst for further research and advancements in the field of GI health precision 

medicine. 
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